The NIDECKER ALL WATER RACE 12.6 has outperformed all other RACE Boards in the major SUP Races across Europe in 2010! If your goal is to ride the top performing All Condition 12.6 stock production Race board, or go full throttle on downwind sessions, or even enjoy a SUP overnight touring expedition with your buddies, or just enjoy some relaxing after work paddling on a still lake, the All Water Race is the board you are looking for...

It has been designed by our Canary Island based R&D team with one goal in mind: to offer the most versatile and robust board in the industry.

The NIDECKER ALL WATER RACE 14.0 is set to be the new standard in high performance SUP displacement hull gliding. This board is the outcome of 2 years of R&D in ALL WATER use!!

Developed by our team of shapers and Eric Terrien, we’re proud to unveil a new type of board that takes a big step with the most innovative and technically advanced SUP design.

Due to its increased volume on the nose this board will cruise through any chop. It excels in up wind paddling as well as in open ocean conditions. The AWR has no problems in lateral wind and it keeps its bearings like nobody’s business. It feels comfortable in downwind and the nose stays nice and clean out of the water. Connoisseur’s will appreciate its “Surf Ski” look.

The philosophy behind this model continues the path of the All Water 12’6 and will allow a first time displacement hull SUP user to enjoy and feel comfortable immediately. The pro will be able to explore the All Water’s amazing versatility that has been so successful since the launch of our first All Water Board at the World Cup in 2009 and that have made the series the top Ranking Race board in Europe!

**Race Results**

**1st Place Sprint Distance Pro Men**

**1st Place Long Distance Pro Men**

**2nd Place Sprint Distance Amateur Open Board Class**

**3rd Place Long Distance Amateur Open Board Class**

**2nd Place Long Distance Advanced Professional Open Board Class**

**3rd Place Long Distance Advanced Novice Open Board Class**

**1st Place 14’ Class Paris to Marseille France July 2010**

**2nd Place 12’ Class Paddle Around the Isle of Wight England 2010**

**1st Place 12’6 Class Challenge Bandol France June 2010**

**1st Place 14’ Class Challenge Bandol France June 2010**

**1st Place Six Four Challenge Paddle France Classic SUP 2010**

**1st Place French National Championships Oct 2010**

**1st Place French SUP Championship Biarritz Oct 2010**

**1st Place Sprint SUP Race Across the Heart of Paris December 2010**

**From Mountain Lakes to the Oceans**

**Tested and Approved in All Conditions**

**Nidecker All Water Race 12.6**

- **Length**: 12’6” = 380 CM
- **Width**: 28” = 71.12 CM
- **Thickness**: 6” = 15.24 CM
- **Volume**: 265 LITER
- **Tail**: 35 CM
- **Fin System**: POWER BOX
- **Fin Size**: 25 CM
- **Weight**: 12.5 KG

**Nidecker All Water Race 14.0**

- **Length**: 14’0” = 426 CM
- **Width**: 27” = 69 CM
- **Thickness**: 5.5” = 14 CM
- **Tail**: 35 CM
- **Fin System**: POWER BOX
- **Fin Size**: 25 CM
- **Weight**: 13.5 KG

**Congratulations**

Eric Terrien

**World Cup Champion 2010**
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With a moderate width and by keeping a fair length, this board is an excellent compromise between maneuverability, glide and stability. It takes off with ease in the smallest waves and it continues to perform well, when these increase in size.

Slightly less buoyant than its big sister the “Allround” it handles and performs well in the surf with precision and glide, but also will let you move freely on the board to do some long “hang fives” or if you ride on its tail it will feel like a traditional longboard.

As for its length and shape, the Allround Wave, remains an excellent board for fitness and touring for the lighter users.

This board is similar to the “Allround” with more volume, that adds stability for beginners as well as heavier users. It has the same riding characteristics as well as maneuverability, but with an extra 25 liters of volume and a little more width.

The XL model has the advantage of allowing another person to come on board (human, dog or ...). Also the ideal board for fishing. Ask us about installing a fishing kit and how to SUP and fish.

This board has no limits, it allows outstanding performance in all wave size, from the smallest to largest waves, you will not be able to stop the Atlantic Thruster ability to carve any swell thanks also to its performance tri fin set up.

Easy access, built for those who wish to SUP primarily in the surf, the Atlantic Thruster will allow you to alternate, “cut backs” “off the lip” and “nose riders” with unbelievable control.

With a moderate width and by keeping a fair length, this board is an excellent compromise between maneuverability, glide and stability.

It takes off with ease in the smallest waves and it continues to perform well, when these increase in size.

Slightly less buoyant than its big sister the “Allround” it handles and performs well in the surf with precision and glide, but also will let you move freely on the board to do some long “hang fives” or if you ride on its tail it will feel like a traditional longboard.

As for its length and shape, the Allround Wave, remains an excellent board for fitness and touring for the lighter users.

**BESTSELLER ENTRY LEVEL SUP**

The Allround is incredibly versatile. From beginners’ to experts this board is timeless. It has the perfect length to width configuration to get you out on the water. From lakes, inland waterways to the surf, this has been a bestseller for many years and is the board that will inspire you to enter the SUP universe with ease.

**NIDECKER ALLROUND**

LENGTH: 12’00” = 365 CM
WIDTH: 30” = 76,2 CM
THICKNESS: 5” = 12,8 CM
VOLUME: 200 LITER
WEIGHT: 12.5 KG

**NIDECKER ALLROUND XL**

LENGTH: 12’00” = 365 CM
WIDTH: 31’ 2/3” = 78,74 CM
THICKNESS: 5” = 15,24 CM
VOLUME: 225 LITER
WEIGHT: 13.5 KG

**NIDECKER ALLROUND WAVE**

LENGTH: 10’80” = 325 CM
WIDTH: 29’ 2/3” = 75,4 CM
THICKNESS: 4” = 10,16 CM
VOLUME: 175 LITER
WEIGHT: 10.900 KG

**NIDECKER ATLANTIC THRUSTER**

LENGTH: 9’11” = 305 CM
WIDTH: 28’ 1/2” = 71,12 CM
THICKNESS: 4’’ = 10,16 CM
VOLUME: 130 LITER
WEIGHT: 10.100 KG (POIDS INDICATIF À + OU -5%)